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No senator — either for or against Bumatay — took to the floor to speak out on the nominee days before his confirmation
or the cloture vote to end the filibuster to end his nomination. — Washington Blade Website, December 10, 2019

The “Love” that Won’t Stop Speaking its Name
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Trump just succeeded in appointing the highest ranking sodomite Federal Judge in American history. Patrick
Bumatay won Senate confirmation with Republican support. Democrats opposed him. Both Leftist Senators from
his home state of California stood against his nomination.
I guess he’s one of these so-called “gay conservatives.” Lena Zwarensteyn from the misnamed Leadership Conference on Civil & Human Rights claimed, “He has served as a political operative in the Trump administration and has
pushed a far-right agenda.”
Well, I assure you he’s actually far wrong. He fights publicly for the approval of what Lord Alfred Douglas called
“The love that dare not speak its name” in his 1892 poem “Two Loves.” Since the communists decided to use sodomites as proxy warriors in their crusade against Jesus all we hear about is “gay love.” The people of the world are
sick and tired of it. The Left is waking up to the fact that it isn’t working. You can see them shuffling their political deck through their growing list of identities in an attempt to find one that will help them hold on to the power
they’ve stolen.
I’m going to celebrate Bumatay’s nomination. We’ve reached a point where the sodomite cabal is helping to red
pill more and more people. Their drag queen story hour, transgendering and coercive tactics in all forms of media
and politics is working against them. Trump supports them because he feels guilty about his own sexual sins. As
Coach Dave Daubenmire recently pointed out, he shouldn’t conflate his own immorality with the sin of sodom. His
sin is immoral, but natural. Their wickedness is both immoral and unnatural.

Their sin is a crime against nature. Unless our civilization chooses to understand the threat posed by this evil it is
only a matter of time before we collapse entirely. Our condition as a society in the world is weakening for many
reasons. Chief among those reasons is our innovations on sexuality, marriage and family.
We’re told that these innovations represent progress. Embracing sodomy, and choosing to never allow the accurate
English word sodomite to pass our lips, makes us progressive. What thinking and loving Christian could possibly
choose to be against progress! Progress is what makes life worth living!!
I’m baffled by what passes for progress in politics and culture today. There’s a supremely unqualified “man” winning the political support of hundreds of thousands of American citizens right now. He aspires to be President of
the United States.
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South Bend Indiana Mayor Pete Buttegieg proudly lip locked with his “husband” in front of the cameras the other
day. Thank God my instinct is still to avert my eyes from horrors like that. It is so sad to think that the political,
religious and cultural crusading of this demonic army has so eroticized the sexual instincts in people that they can
actually view emotional porn like that and not barf. It infuriates me … especially when I think about the fact that
this mob is now targeting my grandchildren.
They’ve been largely successful with my generation, and my children’s generation, by lying about not wanting to
poison the minds of children. They claimed that all they wanted is for adults to be free to love whoever they wanted. EVERYBODY now knows that was a lie. They’ve been aided in their quest for death and destruction by the
infusion of pornography into the world as arbiter of free speech.
Porn isn’t speech at all. It is rape. We’ve allowed satan to possess the feminine. Feminine and masculine virtues
have vaporized in the West. All that’s left is Wonder Woman’s sexy form standing proud like a man slowly becoming visible through the dusty vapor. She’s standing victorious atop the village church where the steeple she
demolished pointed toward God’s heaven just moments before.
A reporter this week challenged Bumatay’s Senator Pelosi. The baby-murdering power monger proceeded to brag
about being a “good Catholic” who prays for Donald Trump. She screamed about not being a “hater.” Uh huh.
This would be leader of the same political institution that recently ejected God from their august deliberations.
All I can say is that these folks need to continue to double down on their God-hating nonsense. 2020 is going to be
the most entertaining political year of my life. It promises to be a continuation of Donald Trump’s reality show.
It’s going to be hilarious to watch him fire these incompetent fools.
Amen.
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